Covid-19 Emergency procedures for E+ professors and staff

The University of Catania has adopted precautionary temporarily measures in order to face the current emergency related to COVID-19, in accordance with the Italian Ministry policies and the instructions received by the Governance of UniCT. For this reason, all the mobility planned for 2019/20 are temporarily suspended. No virtual mobilities are authorized by the Italian National Agency.

INCOMING PROFESSORS AND STAFF | second semester a.y. 2019/2020

Professors/staff already accepted for a E+ STA/STT mobility expected to take place in the second semester a. y. 2019/2020, can postpone their mobilities until June 15th 2021, if the sending institution has obtained the authorization for the extension of the project. If interested in postponing their teaching/training activity, they have to contact the colleague responsible for the Erasmus Agreement at UNICT and evaluate a new period for their visit in Catania, then they have to send a formal request to the IDU of the hosting department in order to obtain the authorization to postpone their physical mobility and finally follow the application procedures available the following links https://www.unict.it/it/internazionale/incoming-mobility-ka-1 (for professors) and https://www.unict.it/it/internazionale/erasmus-mobility-training-stt-mobility (for staff).